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Abstract: This report regarded Shanghai habitants as research targets on the foundation of a survey about the follow-up effect on
city and society which was exerted by 2010 world Expo. 1213 Shanghai habitants had been interviewed during the measurement. After
having analyzed the factors, we found that the World Expo had a strong follow-up effect on the society. It mainly enhanced the notability
of Shanghai all over the world, promoted the communication in the field of science, technology and culture. Moreover, it established
the image of Shanghai as ‘city of MICE’ and enriched cultural knowledge about different places. We can find out abundant resources
of the World Expo, at the same time, we can make the world know more about China. You can experience different customs and culture
from different countries/places and the resources overseas. In addition, it had an educational effect on local habitants and it helped to
protect and promote Chinese culture. It also contributed to enhance the relationships among the habitants, visitors and tourists. You
could also enjoy a novel experience. Last but not least, people would have opportunities to witness both the positive factors from lots
of performance in the Expo and negative factors from the increasing crime rate, the conflicts between the inside and outside and the
negative impact which the traditional culture have suffered from. The cluster analysis fully demonstrated that the positive follow-up
effect of the World Expo on city and society was recognized by the habitants who had been interviewed while the negative ones were
realized as well. Thus, relative administration sections of the Shanghai government should make effective public policies without delay,
lead the enduring development of the positive follow-up effect of the World Expo, and minimize the negative effect at large
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1 Introduction

Recently, the scholars from both home and abroad did
more researches on such events as the Olympic Games
and the World Cup than on the World Expo. There are
few relative topics about the social effects which local
inhabitants made on the Expo. For example, Maurice
Roche(1995)thought that if the events could be held
successfully, positive image of the host city would be
renewed by media report, tourism and outside
investment.The change of crime rate, which has been
researched by M. Barker and his team(2002), showed that
local crime rate increased indistinctly. Choong-Ki
Lee(2005)and his team has investigated the effects of big
events on the image of tour destination. The 41th World
Expo,the first Expo which was marked into the history by
the most extensive level of participation,was held by
China. 190 countries, 56 international organizations and

73.08 million visitors were all hooked and fascinated by
that. Thus, the success of the 2010 World Expo is
meaningful to the development of Shanghai. It must exert
profound effects on economy, social culture, city
environment and other aspects of Shanghai. Although it
has made many positive effects, it also brought about
some negative ones. Shanghai inhabitants, as the direct
undertakers of its follow-up effect, their support would
guarantee the enduring proliferation of the positive
follow-up effect of the World Expo. Therefore, it is of
great significance and reality value to investigate
inhabitants’ perception about the follow-up effect of the
World Expo2010.
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2 Research Design

2.1 Questionnaire

The first part of questionnaire is the demography and the
variability of the social attribute from the respondents
which including sex, age, education background,
profession, monthly pay and length of stay. The second
part is the respondents’ perception to the follow-up effect
of the World Expo2010 , its questions consist of
enhancing the notability of Shanghai all over the world,
promoting the communication in the field of science,
technology and culture, establishing the image of
Shanghai as ‘city of MICE’ , enriching cultural
knowledge about different places, finding out abundant
resources of the World Expo, making the world know
more about China, experiencing different customs and
culture from sorts of countries and the resources overseas,
educational effects on local inhabitants and its help to the
protection and promotion of Chinese culture, improving
the relations among the inhabitants, visitors and tourists,
enjoying novel experience, having opportunities to
appreciate performance, increasing crime rate, the
conflicts between the inside and outside , the negative
impact which the traditional culture have suffered from.
The cluster analysis fully demonstrated that the positive
follow-up effect of the World Expo on city and society
was recognized by the habitants who had been
interviewed while the negative ones were realized as well.
People should judge different levels by five projects in the
Likert inventory, and 1-5 respectively stand for
‘completely disagree’, ‘disagree’, ‘not sure’, ‘agree’ and
‘can’t agree more’.

2.2 Data resource

We used stochastic sampling to start the investigation.
1500 questionnaires were delivered to Shanghai
inhabitants on November 1st, 2011, one year of the World
Expo, which resulted in 87.5 % (1312) sample return and
92.5% (1213) is effective. As a whole, the characteristics
of inhabitants who were interviewed (as it shown in table
1) are basically consistent with the demographic
characteristics of Shanghai inhabitants. It is of a high
randomness and our investigation data is a typical
representative.

3 Analysis and Discussion

3.1 Test of questionnaire‘s reliability

We used the software SPSS18.0 to test the reliability of
data collected in the investigation the Cronbachα of the
questionnaire is 0.947,it shows that the questionnaire has
a good and steady homogeneity reliability;The related

coefficient of its structure is between 0.171 and 0.835,and
every item reaches to significant level,it demonstrates that
the questionnaire has excellent validity;Its KMO test
value is 0.954,the significance probability of Bartlett
roundness inspection is 0,it illustrates that the correlation
matrixes are not identity matrixes,so all of them could be
used to do factor analysis and cluster analysis,they all
conform to the design requirement.

3.2 Descriptive Statistics

Firstly, we have sorted out 1213 valid questionnaires and
then got the primary statistics result of the respondents
perception to the follow-up effect of the World
Expo2010,as it shown in Table 2:

Then we use the software SPSS18.0 to get
inhabitants’ apperceive variables about the follow-up
effect of the World Expo including descriptive statistical
results of minimum,maximum,medium value,standard
deviation and variance,as it shown in Table 3:

Table 3 has shown the statistics result of the
respondents’ perception to the follow-up effect of the
Shanghai World Expo. From the form We can see that
single average mark of perception is more than entire
mark of perception 3.7540,the evaluating indicator of this
statistics including 11 items: Enhancing the notability of
Shanghai all over the world , Promoting the
communication in the field of science, technology and
culture, Establishing the image of Shanghai as ‘city of
MICE’

,
Enriching cultural knowledge about different

countries/places , Finding out abundant resources of the
World Expo, Making the world know more about China,
Experiencing different customs and culture from different
countries/places, Experiencing different resources
overseas, Helping to protect and promote Chinese culture,
Enjoying a novel experience, Having opportunities to
appreciate the positive factors from lots of performance in
the Expo. Because the respondents think that these 11
items of perception are most significant and they are the
vital items of the follow-up effect of the Shanghai World
Exp. Their influences are great and deep. So the Expo
sponsors and policy makers will focus on them
intensively.

3.3 Factor Analysis

We used the software SPSS18.0 to investigate and collect
the data. Principal component analysis can help us to
make sure the number of common factor and its factor
loading, then according to the standard of maximizing the
variance ,we do the factor orthogonal rotation,after the
rotation ,there came the results in Table 4.

According to Form4 we can see that measuring scale
has extracted common factors from the initial form. The
common factor F1 has a high normal load in the fields of
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Table 1: Structure characteristics of inhabitants who were interviewedsample size n=1213
Respondent Person-time Percentage

Sex
Man 646 53.26%
Woman 567 46.74%

Age

17 Years Or Less 35 2.89%
18-24 Years 585 48.23%
25-44 Years 306 25.23%
45-64 Years 246 20.28%
More Than 65 Years 41 3.38%

Education Background

Junior Or Below 79 6.51%
High school, Diploma 164 13.52%
Junior College, Bachelor 881 72.63%
Master Or Above 89 7.34%

Profession

Enterprise Institution Staff 482 39.74%
Professionals And Technical 177 14.59%
Student 400 32.98%
Retired 51 4.2%
Else 103 8.49%

Monthly Pay

2000 Yuan Or Less 165 13.6%
2000-3500 Yuan 417 34.38%
3500-5000 Yuan 321 26.46%
5000-6500 Yuan 155 12.78%
More Than 6500 Yuan 155 12.78%

Length Of Stay

3 Years Or Less 167 13.77%
4-10 Years 166 13.69%
11-20 Years 152 12.53%
More Than 20 Years 728 60.02%

enhancing the notability of Shanghai all over the world,
promoting the communication in the field of science,
technology and culture, establishing the image of
Shanghai as ‘city of MICE’, enriching cultural knowledge
about different countries/places, finding out abundant
resources of the World Expo, making the world know
more about China ,experiencing different customs and
culture from different countries/places ,experiencing
different resources overseas, educational effect on local
inhabitants ,helping to protect and promote Chinese
culture ,enhancing the relationships among the
inhabitants, visitors and tourists, enjoying a novel
experience having opportunities to appreciate the positive
factors from lots of performance in the Expo. These
norms have all increased development of the city and
society in Shanghai as positive factors. The common
factor F2 has a high normal load in the fields of
increasing crime rate, the conflicts between the inside and
outside, the negative impact which the traditional culture
suffered from. These norms have affected the level of city
and society in Shanghai as negative factors.

3.4 Cluster Analysis

We used Microsoft SPSS18.0 to do 5 kinds of cluster
analyses. We also Investigated and collected the data to

do variance test. We found that all the norm of variance
significance were 0. They demonstrated different sort of
remarkable difference and they were all confirmed to the
statistics significance requirement. The results of cluster
analysis have been shown in Table 5.

Clustering I (2.4%,Sample n=29): Objectors. This
kind of inhabitants is objected to both positive factors and
negative ones of follow-up effect which the World Expo
2010 made. After observing the typical value ,we could
also find that they gave the lowest mark to all the
perception of the follow-up social effect of the World
Expo2010,they denied the follow-up effect of the World
Expo to the city and society in Shanghai, but the number
of people is the least.

Clustering(31.7%,Sample n=384)Paradoxical
Supporters. This kind of inhabitants keep paradoxical
attitude to both positive factors and negative ones of
follow-up effect which the World Expo 2010 made, all of
value is balanced which is between 3.0 and 3.5.

Clustering(39.5%,Sample n=479)Negative
Supporters. This kind of inhabitants show agreement to
positive factors of follow-up effect which the World Expo
2010 made and they are basically agree to the negative
ones. It showed that they were negative Supporters as a
whole and the number of people is the largest.

Clustering IV (14.0%,Sample n=170)Rational
Supporters. This kind of inhabitants show agreement to
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Table 2: The primary statistics result of the respondents’ perception to the follow-up effect of the World Expo2010(sample size
n=1213)

positive factors of follow-up effect which the World Expo
2010 made and they are basically agree to the negative
ones. From the form5 we could see that the description
which they completely agree ( medium value¿3.8) were
all positive factors. Thus, they were rational and realistic
supporters.

Clustering(12.4%,Sample n=151)Enthusiastic
supporters. The perception of this kind of inhabitants
were the most sensitive to both positive factors and
negative ones of follow-up effect which the World Expo
2010 made. They gave the highest mark to all the
perception of the follow-up social effect of the World
Expo2010.They admitted that when they were benefit
from the Expo, they also paid more attention to the cost.

4 Conclusions

The report was based on the data which had been
collected from 1213 Shanghai inhabitants who joined the

investigation of perception to the follow-up effect on city
and society in Shanghai, one year after the World Expo
2010, and then we did several analysis on it. The results
showed that the follow-up effect of the World Expo 2010
was mainly enslaved to two factorspositive
factorsenhancing the notability of Shanghai all over the
world, promoting the communication in the field of
science, technology and culture, establishing the image of
Shanghai as ‘city of MICE’, enriching cultural knowledge
about different countries/places, finding out abundant
resources of the World Expo, making the world know
more about China, experiencing different customs and
culture from different countries/places, experiencing
different resources overseas, educational effect on local
inhabitants, helping to protect and promote Chinese
culture,and negative factors(enhancing the relationships
among the inhabitants, visitors and tourists, enjoying a
novel experience, having opportunities to appreciate the
positive factors from lots of performance in the ExpoThe
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Table 3: Inhabitants’ apperceive variables about the follow-up effect of the World Expo2010 (sample size n = 1213)

Table 4: Getting the result after the rotation (sample size n = 1213)
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Table 5: Result of measuring scale cluster analysis (sample size n = 1213)

inhabitants who were interviewed have affirmed both the
positive and negative follow-up effects of the World Expo
2010. As a result, government of Shanghai should make
effective public policies without delay. In addition, they
should launch publicity propaganda on purpose, carry out
some effective measures concerning improvement,
increase interaction and understanding between the
inhabitants and administration in order to lead the
enduring proliferation of the positive follow-up effects
which the World Expo made, and minimize the negative
effects at large.
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